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Abatract 
We study, from an experimental point of view, the main 

ways to detect standard. high mass Biggs boson. (from 300 Gev 
up to about 1 TeV) when they decay into W- and Z-pain at 
the SSC. We also consider the corresponding W- and ZO_pair 
continuum which may itaelf provide intereating physics, and we 
pay lome attention to the cue of an intermediate mass charged 
Higgs decaying into rJlr (mB* =300 GeV). We first explain why 
and how high energy pp colliden may aearch for Higgs' and 
we compare their posaible performances to those of the e+e
and ep colliders at all pouible mass acale (from few teD of 
GeV's up to 1 TeV). We then estimate the rates of the lignala 
and the main background.. We define the main characteristic. 
:If these event. aa reproduced by M.C. generaton (especially 
implemented with these proceuea) and limulated through an 
idealized 4", fine-grained calorimeter. A trigger strat817 for W
and Z-pain is derived from thili atudy. Finally, we propose a ; 
way to reconstruct W- and Z-pain event. in a realistic detector " 
and we discuss the main detection problems which will have to 
be face. Among them are: recognition of hadronic decays of I 

W'I, accurate tagging and meaaurement of leptons, efficiency 
of multileptonic signatures, and the effect of pile-up. 

I.Introduction 
Since the first run of the CERN pjJ collider in June 1081, 

experimentalists have been able to explore the W-mass railge 
extending from a few tens of Gev to of the order of 100 Gev. 
The first goal achieved waa the discovery 1 of the Intermediate 
Vector Bosons (IVB's): the W and the Zoo The UA1 and 
l1A2 experiments have Itudied the properties of the IVB's and 
verified the main predictions of the Glaahow-Weinberg-Salam 
model. In addition, a wide variety of unexplained event. have 
been observed which include jet(l) and/or lepton(s) and/or 
missing energy. Even if these events are well described, at 
the present time,2 by the standard model, they Ihow that 
the present experiments will be able to look for new signala 
if provided with upgraded detectol'll. and higher beam enerl7 
and/or higher luminosity. Therefore, the results obtained by 
the first generation of detectol'll at the CERN pjJ collider have 
generated a lot of hope and enthusiaam for hadron hadron 
colliden. A new let of machines at or above the ZO mass 
threshold will It art to run within the next rear: Tevatron, 

• Coordinator or the Working Group on -W /Z Pain and 
Higgs at the SSe- with J. Gunion. 

SLC, and ACOL. ACOL at C!ItN will increase the intecrated 
luminosity obtained 10 far by about a factor of ten. The 
Tevatron at FNAL will provide pJi interactions at .ji s::s 2 TeV. 
SLC should give e+e- interactions at ..Ii = go GeV in 1987. 
LEP phase I should It art to work by 1080. Both the TeVa.tron " 
and LEP have foreseen improvements IOmewhere around 1002. 
The scheduled upgrades are increued luminosity of the order 
of 5 x 1()3lcm-2.-1 at FNAL and increUed enerl7 at LEP II 
to Vi = 130 GeV. These new machines and their aaaociated 
detectol'll will allow study of the details of physics above the 
100 GeV scale. Since the W-pair production threshold will be 
croueci, the investigation of the "Bigp sector" can begin. 

So Car we know very little about the Higgs particle. 
. Consistency of the Itandard model requires the existence of:' ,

a acalar boson, the minimal Biggs, which is the inaeparablG· 
comrade of the W and Zo. So at first glance nothing about 
it leems Itrange; it is just -Itandard·. Despite this friendly 
appearance, the Higgs haa lOme disturbing theoretical and 
experimental upects. It. mua is loosely constrained to be 
between a Cew GeV and s::s1 TeV. Therefore, it is not easy Cor 
experimentalist. to search for it. The existence of the Higgs is 
the cause of the Io-called hierarchy problem, which is unsolved 

. by the standard model. OnIr Supersymmetry (SllSY) baa 
lucceeded in resolving it in an elegant, but expensive, way. 
In anr cue, the Higp is inevitably related to the existence of 
a threshold for new physics. This threshold Ihould naturally 
be at around 1 Te V if there is no -Desert". 

. The existence of W'I and ZO'I haa been proven by the 
experimentalists, and the Itandard model hu been Ihown,lo 
far, to be accurate at the 5 percent level. The next clear goal 
is to learn more about the Higp sector. Searching for IVB 
pain and Biggs bosons is one of the main tub, if not the 
main taak, of the next generation(l) of machines, detectol'll, 
and experimentalists. 

This report will concentrate on how to detect luch objects, 
especially when. they are maaaive (mB > 2m",,). We Itart, 
in Section 2, by trying to answer the question: "why and 
how does one look for Biggs at a pp collider?· We compare 
the pouibilities of thia machine with" those of e+e- and ep 
colliden. Two cases are discuaaed: Fint, one considen the 
hypothesis of a low mass Higgs (mB < 2m",,). We examine 
the capabilities of the Tevatron with luminosity 1030em-2.-1 
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and 5 x 1031 em- l ,,-I. Also a 10-18 TeV pp machine is 
investigated. A comparison with LEP I, SLC, LEP n and 
LEP200 is done. Second, one then consideres the cue of 
a musive Higgs (mH > 2mw). This subsection contains 
a description of the processes and their main features that 
are relevlUlt for the SSC. It also includes a discussion of the 
intermediate maaa:cue ( i.e. mHO = 2mw) where it is shown 

that super e~ollidera could have a'rel~t contribution: 
Section 3 summarizes a study of the rateR of the signals and 
their corresponding backgrounda which may be expected (or 
the various scenarios considered at the SSC. In Section 4, we 
describe the main characteristica o( the events and define a 
trigger strategy. The laat section (5). (ocuses on the main 
detection issues which have to be (aced when searching (or 
!VB pairs and Higgs' at the SSC. This includes the problema 
o( identifying W's and Zo·s decaying into leptonic or hadronic 
modes, of searching (or purely leptonic signatures of the Higgs 
and the continuum, and also an est.imate of the confusion 
due to the pile-up of event.. We have tried. for each of 
these topica, to examine from an experimental point of view 
various aapect. of detectors and their respective sensitivities 
to physically relevant observ&bles. In the conclusion we define ' 
main features of a detector able to "realiatically" perform such 
a search, estimate the overall efficiency (or each cue and, 
finally. compare the varioua scenarioe we have envisioned and 
confront their (eaaibilities. 

2. The Search for Higgi BOloDa .~ PP CoWderl1 Why 
and How 

Before diacuaaing the search for Higgs bOlODI at very 
high energy JIll machines, it it worthwhile to lummarize the 
capabilities of present and future hadron hadron colliden and 
to compare them to other machines (e+e- and ep coUiden). 
The man ran,. where difFerent. machines are able to March (or 
the Higgs is naturally divided into three regiODI by the scale 
(actor mw. The -low mau- Higgs Ues in Ue range from a 
(ew Ge V < mHO < mw. All -intermediate m"..- Higgs would 
have maaa it between mw and 2mw. Finally, we suppose that 
the Higgs mau it creater than 2mw and can extend up to l1li1 
TeV; this it a -high mua- Higgs. These three scenarios are 
quite difFerent in many respect.j howeYer, we will show that in 
each cue JIll coUiden can make lignific:ant contributioDi. 

2.1 Low M ••• Higg. 

I! the minimal Higgs exist. and hu a mua lea than the 
W it is certainly the e+e- coUida. which will have the, best 
chance to discover it. HoweYer, despite the Itrong competition, 
the Tev&tron and higher enere' coUiden may also contribute 
very actively to this search. 

2.1.1 Low M ... HI", ~d e+e- CoWden 

In 1GS7. Triatan and SLC will begin warkinS. The SLC will 
operate at around .;i = go GeV. At the besinnin& of 1GSg, 
LEP wiD turn-on and, from 199Q t.ill 1W2, the c.m. enere' 
o( thit machine will be slowly inCreased up to about 130 GeV 
at LEP phaae n. Due to these machines, very low mua Higgs 
bOlODI up to 30 Ge V or at moet. 40 Ge V could be diacovered. 
The exteDIion of LEP up to 200 GaVs would haTe a sood 
~ha.nce o( discovering a Higgs up to muses of SO GeV. A recent 
itudy· considered a peaked lwninosityo( 1031em-2 .. - 1 (1 ph-I 

per day) at,fi = 200 GeV. The computed raies corr_pond to 
an integrated luminosity ,of 500 ph-I (2 or 3 yeara of nmniDl)' 

The reaction studied wu: 

(2 - I), 

and the main componding backgrounds are 

and 
c+e- - qq.qqg ..... 

~ The rates (or this cue. u well u the calculated detector 
efficiencies. are summarized in Table 2.1. It eaaentially shows 
that above 80 GaV the croaa-aection of proc ... 2.1 becomes 
too low and the backgrounda become quite severe. The cue 
where mHO III go GeV is difficult due to the ZO background. I! 
mHO III 100 GeV. the rate it quite low (100 eventafor 500 pO-I) 
but should be (easible with a sophisticated analysis. Although 
these result. are certainly preliminary. they show that if the 
Higgs is in the mus range from 40 to 80 GaV an e+e- collider 
eould Dot miaa it. 

TABLE 2.1 

Estimated rates (or KO produCtion at LEP200 with E being 
the reconstruction efficiency and SIB being the signal to 
oackground ratio (see reference 4). 

Decay modes mHO Rate E SIB 
(GaV) (500pb- l ) 

40 107 .47 17 
l{O ZO - (bb)(lIli) eo S3 ,41 4 

SO 55 .22 4 

~+e- - Ir'Zo 40 38 .67 Large 
l{O - bb eo 2S .eo 2S 
ZO - e+e-,,,+,,-. r+r- SO lS .61 4 

HO - bbjet. 40 430 .1S 3 
ZO - qt jet. eo 340 .1S 2 

2.1.:J Low Ma •• Hla. and JIll CoWder. 

In early 19S7, the Tevatron at FNAL utilizing the CDF 
:ietector will begin to operate at ,fi = 1.S TeV and a peak 
luminosity o( 1020em-2,,-1 (103Si:m-2 per year). The nominal 
value of the luminosity is (orseen to increue to 1030 in the 
lf7Cond or third year of operation with & proposed upgrade 
livins 5 X 10al in about 1GG2. Despite the common statement 
that e+e- colUden are the best. place to look (or Higgs bosons 
in this maaa range, we have initiated a studyS to investigate 
how JIll coWden can participate in this search. 

For Higgs muses below the t-quark masl, decays into r+r- • 
c:! and bb are the moat important u r+r-' gives the cleanest 
lignature and bb is the dominant' decay mode. Above twice 
~he wtuark m&lll the tl decay mode dominates. For low mus 
Higgs' produced at pp coUiden, we will mainly consider ita 
decay mode into r+ r-. where r - "lIr ,,01... This it so (ar 
the beat. way to identify Ir'·I. The two jet case (produced 
by Ir' - bb), which it the preferred procea in e+ e-, haa 
to overcome a huge and 'very difficult QCD background. The 
only way to deal with IUch relatively low Ec jet. would be to 
identify b'. ( u of now, no microvenex detector hu worked in 
a pp collider enYiroment). Moreover, the beam jets would add 
to the confuaion in the eYent. 
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We have studied how the Tevatron pp collider with ..;s = 
2 TeV or a pp collider with 10-18 TeV would search for 
such low mus HO's. The main way to produce such objects 
at these energies is through the qq or gg fusion mechanism; 
WW and ZO ZO fuaion are much smaller i.& this cue by a 
factor greater than ten. Another production mechanism is via 
hadroproduction procelll: 

_.2-w-we«' 
and "ii- ZO _ ZOe«'. 

These processes are also lo~er than the dominant process by 
a factor of ten; but it produces an interesting aignature if 
one 1000 at the decay of W into qq or ZO into "11. Varioua 
scenarios of low maa Biggs' at pjS colliden uaing the Pythia 
Monte Carl07 have been generated. The generated event. have 
then been submitted to the fullaimulation pacDce of the COF 
experiment. I We have estimated the rate. for each atudied cue 
and acanned in detail the COF displays of the aimulated event. 
and have atuted to estimate the background!. The largest is 
due to· the production, by OreD-Yan, of , lepton pain having 
an invariant man equivalent to mgo. ID Table 2.2 we report 
the crou-sectioD8 and rate. for different Bigp muaee (20, 50, 
and 70 GeV) ·at Vi = 2 TeV. Two cus L-e COD8idered: 1 
",-1 per year and 0.05 ",-1 per year. These cus correspond 
to the luminositiee expected after the flrat year Uld after the 
1992 upgraqe. VIe note immediately that there is no hope to 
lind the HO in the drat year(a) even if the mua is quite low. 
Provided with high lummosity (5 x 10-'Icm-2,,-I), thele&l'Ch 
for a low man Higp is feuible. The event. .. preeented in Fig 
2-1 are quite encourajpng, with clear jet topologiee. The ratio 
of signal to background is eetimated to be roughly 1/20, which 
is not that large when compared with what is uaually obtained 
at PJI colliden. A aophiaticated Ulalysis taking advantqe of 
the peculiar prOp.niee of the Ulgular distribution of the ,', 
produced by the e«' ahould provide a good way to overcome 
the background. Also it~ia imPOrtUlt to note that aucb Ul 
upgraded Tevatron would, for the drat time before LEP 200, 
be able to scan them ... range aboTe "0 CeV up to 70-80 CeV; 
therefore it could haTe a good chance to diac:over the eo if ita 
mau is in thia reaion. 

. -f--:-_ TABLE 2.2 

Production of low-mus Higp' at the pJ Tevatron Collider 
(y':S=2 Te V) j estimates of crosa-sectioD8 Uld rates (correspond
:ng to Ul integrated luminosity L for 1 year of running of 10-'7 
»r 5 x 1031 cm-2). 

Process mg_ (3- Ratee (event./year) 

(CeV) (pb) L=10-'7 L=5 X 1()3' 

_'P_ eO ... ,+,-- 20 5.5 1 600 
,'P _ eO ... ,+,- 50 0.3 35 
.'P _ eO ... ,+,- 70 0.18 20 

• The cr08l-sectioD8 quoted in this Table are computed uaing 
:he Pythia M.C. and include the branching ratio. of eo _ 
'+,-. The rates include, in addition, the branching ratio of 
~ach , into If=(n,:,,O),,,.. 
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Figure 2.1: Pictures of eventll: pJ - W _ W + JlO or 
pJ - Zo - Zo + JlO, lenerated by Pythia a' ..;4= 2 TeV 
and puaed through the CDF simulation; Higgl maue. of a) 
20 GeV, b) 50 GeV, and c) 70 GeV. In each cue, JlO _ r+r-, 

W - 'If and ZO - "". 

Now let u.s go ahead and consider a pp collider of ..;s = 
10 TeV and 10311cm-1 integrated luminosity per year or an 
18 TeV pp machine with 10311 and 10.0 cm-1integrated 
luminoeity. These would correspond to the LHC project.1I In 
this cue, we obtained for Higgs bOlOD8 with 50 or 100 GeV 
masses, the expected rates quoted in Table 2.3 "(which includes 
branching ratios for HO - r+r- and each r decaying into 
II'Vr",O/,,). Again, a crude estimate of the corresponding 
oac:kground gives a signal over background of 1/20 to 1/30 
which we should be able to deal with. The rates we obtained 
are quite reasonable fOf the two quoted masses. Pictures of 
eventll generated witJi the Pythia Monte Carlo and simulated 
in the CDF detector are presented in Fig 2.2. The pictures u 
well .. 'he performance of CDF on these events is encouraging . 

TABLE 2.3 

Rates, croae-sectionl and backgrounds for the production of low 
;nUl Higgs' at 10 TeV and 18 TeV pp collisioD8 for the process: 
pp - ao - r+r- (calculated using the Pythia M.C.)." 

Ji Hb Mus (I' Rate" SIB 
(TeV) (GeV) (pb) (year-I) 

10 50 3.0(4.3) 75(100) .1(.1) 
10 100 .15(.95) 4(25) .005(.033) 
18 100 .36(2.4) 80(550) 

• The numben outside of bracketll were calculated using a 
to en top m ... and EHLQ structure functionl;the numben 
iDiide of bracketll were calculated using a 100 Ge V top mus 
l.I1d Wu-Ki-Tung structure functions. 
•• The rates correspond to an integrated luminosity of 

"183- cm-2 per year and include the r± - "'~(n",O)"r 
~ranching ratio. 
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Figure 2.2: Pictures of events: lIP -+ W -+ W + Jrl or 
pp -. ZO -+ ZO + Jrl, generated by Pythia at .,fi= 10 Te V 
and puaed through the. CDF limulation; Higgs muses of a) 
50 GeV, and b) 100 GeV. In each cue, HO -+ r+r-, W - qq 
and ZO - "Ii. 

In cOllcluaion, it ill quite clear that verr low m.ua Higgs 
(mHO < 30 GcY) will certainly be obeerYed by presently 
deaiped c+ c- coUidera; LEP 200 would be a "err good 
machine to Kan the lone below the W m.ua (40 to 80 GeV). 
However, the Tevatroll at high luminc.ity will certainly be 
able to look for Higgs in this mua range, maybe even before 
LEP200 (provided the upgrade in luminc.ity ill achieved within 
the foreseen Khedule). 

2.2 Search fOI" IDteimedlate Mall mgp 
If the Higgl mua ill around 2mw then the way to proceed 

becomea touchy. It aeema, according to the present .tudies, 
that it would be too high a mua region for an e+c- coUider 
such u LEP2oo. On the contrary, it ill too Iowa mua range 
for an sse machine (lee Table 2.4). So let'. try to compare the 
capabilitiea oCthe three types of co~dera, c+e-, cp and lIP, to 
search (or a Higgl with a mua aroad 300 or 400 Ge V. To do 10, 

we have plotted the crou-aection to produce Higgs' with muses 
o( 300 GeV (solid line) and 400 GeV (duhed line) .. a function 
o( .fi in Te V (or the three coUidera, Fig 2.3. They each usume . 

TABLE 2.4 

Higgs-Mus Discovery Limit u a function of .fi in P1' -+ Jrl -+ 

.VW (see reference 10) • 

..;; 
(TeV) 

20 

40 

20 

40 

20 

40 

mHO diacovery limit 
(GeV) 

200 

250 

400 

700 

1000 
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an integrated lumin08ityof 103lcm -l,,-1 (Le. 103 pb-l/year). 
We may try to compare these results. The ideal would be to 
obtain for each of them an estimate of the number of events 
that would finally remain (real "Ho candidate sample") once 
all the filters needed to extract the signal from the background 
have been applied. Such a detailed study hu 80 far not been 
done (or all three cues. What we may derive out of these three 
cunea, .. fint information, is the ..;; necessary to produce a 
certain number of Higgs boeona (lay 100 per year) with a given 
mus and a given integrated luminoeity. We see that at ";;c+c
= 1 TeV, we get 100 HO's per year at a mus of 300 GeV. To get 
the lame number of HO'. produced at an ep coUider with the 
same maaa an~ the lame luminoei~y, we would need ';;.p = 2.2 
Te V. To obtam the lame results 1D the cue of a pp coUider it 
would require .,fi,. = 8.2 TeV. AI we will see when discuaaing 
the backgrounds in the varioua machines, while e+ e- and ep 
collidera may be compared to a certain extent (at leut in this 
type of Kenario .. the backgrouncia are more or less of the 
lame type and .ame order), it ill. quite clear that this is not 
the cue with pp coUidera where the type of backgrounds is 
cirutically ditferent and their amount relative to the lignal is 
much greater. This implies that in the cue of a pp collider it 
will be good to work with an higher c.m. energy (compared to 
8.2 TeV) in order to get one or two more ord~ of magnitude 
higher rate of eventa. Then, harder cuta can· be applied to 
reduce the background and .till obtain a comparable number 
of Jrl'1 in t.he flnallample of candidate eventa. Therefore we 
will compare here a 1 TeV e+e- m.ac:lUne with a 2 or 2.5 TeV . 
ep machine and a 10 or 18 TeV pp collider (with the .ame ,.:.~ ,:~ 
luminoeityor 10 t.imes more). .. ., 

We know that th~ technique to build & 1 TeV e+c- coUider 
is not yet available. Two solutiona (or a luper ep collider are 
foreseen; an ep collider in the LEP t.wmel would have .,fi of 
the order of 1.4 to 1.85 TeV and a luminoeityof 1032cm-2,-li 

an ep-SSC coUider would have.,fi = 1 to 4 TeV c.m. energy 
and the lame luminoeity ... the ~LEP project.Therefore we 
are going to Itudy the performances of IUch luper-ep machines 
for the search of intermediate mus Higgl be»ona and compare 
them with a pp coUider of 10 or 18 Te V c.m. energy. 
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Figure 2.3: The crosa section to prOduce a JIG with a masl of 
300 GeV (lOlid line) or 400 GeV (daahed line) u a function 
of .fi for: a) an e+e- collider, b) an ep collider and, c) a pp 
coUider. 

2.2.1lDtermedlate Mall Hlal aud Very HIgh Energy 
ep Colllderl 

A study hu been pursued to emphuize the pouibilities of 
ep machines to search for Higgs. The cue of HERA and low 
man Higgs is u pessimistic u the cue of the Tevatron with low 
luminoeity. II we conaider an ep machine with electron beam 
energy between 75-100 GeV (which is at the limit imposed by 
synchrotron radiation) and a proton beam of 20 TeV, we will 
have.ji = 2.4 -+ 2.8 TeV. At these energie, a JIG with 2mw 
is mainly produced by WW or ZO zrs fusion. The corresponding 
crotlll-sectioQl for Higp bOlOQI with m&UeI of 100, 200, and 

300 Ge V are listed in Table 2.5. AI in the cue for pp collisiona, 
we may conaider the effective mall approximdioD calculatioD 
and the exact calculatioD. Both numbera are quoted in this 
table. In the cue of WW fusion, the ratio of aoppro./a ••• d is 
of order 1 to 2, in the cue of Zo ZO fusioD, it is c10eer to 2-3. 

The main difference between ep and pp coUiden are coming 
from the backgrounda. II milO is larger than 2mw, the main 
Higgs productioD mechanism in ep collilioQl gos through the 
WW fusioD and then the prOduced JIG decays into 2 W'I. 
Moreover, the questioD of backgrounds is muu more favorable 
for ep machine than pp machine for the following reaaona. 
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TABLE 2.5 

Cross-Sections in pb for the processes: ep- HO(WW)" X d 
:p- ~O(Z.Z)eX for different values of';; and HO maas. ~e 
,ust hn.e gives the exact calculation with the second being the 
"'pproxunate . 

ep-WW"X ep - zZeX 

100 200 mHO 300 100 200 300 
.fi (TeV) 

1.00 0.23 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.02 
0.09 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 .001 

2.43 0.06 0.34 0.15 0.29 0.09 0.04 
0.49 0.21 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.02 

2.83 1.15 0.43 0.21 0.35 0.12 0.06 
0.60 0.27 0.15 0.12 0.06 0.03 

Fint, in ep machine, there is Dot a QeD type background; 
i.e. pp - qq M' qg with a radiated W by ODe of the panona. 
The oDly W radiatioD effect that ODe may have is through 
electroweak interactioQl luch .. : 

and 

cq -+ .." Zo -+ " + f + W 

cq_.."Zo _ e+q+W 

ef-W-+"+f+ W 

Cf-W-c+q+W 

where the W is radiated by, the halleptoQl (neutrino or e) 
or the hal partoD (q OJ' ,). nu. type of background is very 
very lmall and can hardly limulate a W-pair. Similarily, in 
ep collilioQl there is the (W+jet(l)) background of the pp 
colliliona but ODce &lain, u they are electroweak interactiona, 
they are indeed very amall (which isllOt the cue &I we have 
SeeD for pp colliliona). Also, in ep interactiona there are DO 

backgrounds of the type WW cODtinuum u we have in pp or 
e+ .. : 

Thfl only serioUi background is due to the processes: 

(0' 

that we call respectively WW-background and ..,..,-background; 
they both give a W-pair signal which ~ mimic the JIG. 

In the cue or an ep collider, the Higp signal will be 
a -bump· in the invariant mua distribution of the procesl 
ep _ WW over the C:ODtinuum background. This is limilar to 
the cue of an e+e- machine; but, u we will see in SectioD 5, 

r 
b' 

., • 
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quite different from the HO signal in pp machines where one 
has to "dig very hard" in order to extract the real signal from 
the "standlU'd m~s" . 

We have plotted in Figure 2.4 and 2.5 the invariant mus 
iistributiona, do / dMww, for Higgs masses of 200, 300 and 400 
GeV at .fi of the 1 TeV and 3 TeV. We have separated the 
;ontributiona coming from the process (a):e-q -0 e-WWX 
produced via WW fuion (80lid liDe) £roai the ones due to 
the proceu (b):e-q ... e-WWX produced through ..,.., fusion 
(duhed line). In the neigborhood of the reJonance, almost 
all the contribution of process (a) comes from the .. Higg .. 
channel, and a c1elU' bump appean in each mau cue above 
the contribution of the ..,.., background. These results are 
slightly overestimated, as they have been obtained using the 
WW e!'ective approximation; but, in particular at the Higgs 
resonance, thia approximation works well and giva a realistic 
size of the peak. 
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Figure 2.4: WW invariant mua distribution for the proc ... 
ep ... HO ... WW for mBO= 200, 300 and 400 GeV at ..[i 
= 1 TeV. T·he contribution due to WW fusion (eolid liDe) is 
seplU'ated from the ..,.., fusion (duhed line). 
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This study shows, u an interesting result, that an optimal 
window for the selU'ch for Higgs bOllona with an intermediate 
mau, say between 200 to 400 GeV, is obtained with this kind 
of super e~ollider. 

2.2.2 Intermedlate Mall HIU' and IntermedIate 
EDergy pp CoWder. 

A further study of a 10-18 TeV pp collider wu made to get 
a better idea of the problems of detecting a Higgs at around 
200 GeV. 

The crou-sections and rates have been computed using the 
Pythia MODte Carlo auuming 2 cueS. In ODe cue the t-qulU'k 
h .. the CaDDoDical mau of 40 GeV and EH~Ql0 structure 
functions are used. In the second cue, we &IIsume at-quark 
mua of 100 GeV and structure functions u calculated by Wu
Ki-Tung.ll Both sets of Dumbers are quoted in Table 2.6. 
In thia table we list separately each elemeDtary process to 

show what fusioD mechanism is predominant in each case. In 
particular, fIfI fusioD is. larger than qq fusion by a factor of 
about five. It is larger than Z Z and WW mechanisms by 
a factor of about two. The events at ..[i = 10 TeV have 
also been generated by Pythia for mR = 200 GeV and have 
been fully simulated in the CDF detector in its preseDt size 
and cODfiguratioD. Such events are fully contained in such an 
apparatUi even with 10 Te V collisions. Typical events can 
be seen in Figure 2.5. Despite the huge QeD background, 
it may be pOllible to detect these events u we will show in 
section 5. The rats are quite significant. Therefore, looking 
for intermediate mAlI Higgs with such pp colliden should b~ 
equivalent to looking for higher mua Higgs at the SSC. 

It seems improbable that a very high energy e+e- collider 
(.fi = 300 ... 400 GeV) will be built by 1Q95. There is room 
both for a high energy ep (..[i between 2 and 3 Te V) and a 
?p collider with ..;i = 10 ... 18 TeV with 1032- 33c:m-2,,-1 

: uminosity to scan the intermediate mau regioD Dear 200 Ge V. 
rn additioD, this is a very interesting regioD u the WW fusioD 
mechanism starts to take e!'ect. . . 
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TABLE 2.6· 

Rates, cross-sections and backgrounds for the production of intermediate (200 GeV) mass Higgs' in 10 TeV 
md 18 TeV pp collisions for the process pp -+ HO - W+W- where W -+ ev and W· -+ qq (calculated using 
:he Pythia M.C.). 

Vi Process (f0 Rate" Background Background tf 
(TeV) (pb) (year-I) Processes (pb) 

.. 
qq-Ir' - WW 1.7(1.6) W+jet 3100 

(P~' > l00GeV Ic) 

18 gg-If'-WW 7.2(18) . 12000(24000) W+jet 420 
(P~ > l00GeV Ic) 

WW + ZZ - If' - WW 3.0(4.2) WW continuum 7 
WZ continuum .43 

(P;"z. > l00GeV Ic) 

qq-If' - WW .57(.48) qg-qg+W..,. 1000 
(P~" > l00GeV Ic) 

10 gg-If'- WW 2.4(4.g) 400(770) W+jet 160 
-. (P~ > l00GeV Ic) 

WW + ZZ -If' - WW 1.1(1.3) WW continuum 3.3 
WZ continuum 0.2 

.. (P;"z. > l00GeV Ic) 

'The numbers·outside the brackets were calculated using a 40 GeV top mass and EHLQ structure functions; the 
lumbers inside the bracketa were calculated using a 100 GeV top mass and Wu-Ki-Tung structure functions . 
• oThe rats correspond to an integrated luminosity of 1031(1030) em -2 per year and are the sum of all channels. 
[0 this case no branching ratios have been included in the rates. II one W decays leptonically and the other 
:'adronically, then the quoted numbera should b. divided by 10. 

•.• c..... . ....... ~CI'Ic •• 
•...• . _" .. :... , ..•• , •.•• l_· 
~ ,._c. _" '0' __ c" e .• 
• 0'''_. • 'n .......... III "!" ...... . 

;, .. _-
• c. ". e .. 
• •• 1 .... I •• 
I ,t., ........ e 
I •• , ....... . 

• 101 ....... .. 

Figure 2.8: Picturee of eventa: lIP - JIG - WW at Vi= 
10 TeV with mB.= 200 GeV generated by Pythia and pUHII 
through the CDF simulation. In each cue, one W - III and 
the other gae. by W - e&l •• 

l.3 High Ma .. Hlga aDd Very High EDVID' lIP 
CoWden (SSC) 

II the Higgs hu a mau from 300 Ge V to 1 Te V, by 
taking into account our present know lege of the techniquea of 
'acceleration, a very high energy lIP collider such u the sse ia 
the only accelerator that will be able to lCaD thia mau range. 

Therefore, we debe the main lCenarios that will be 
considered and diacuued in the following sections. At the 
UCLA 12 meeting, it was decided to concentrate effort on the 
two main processee: 

IIP-JIO-·ww (2.2) 

where one W decays leptonically and the second hadronically 
and 
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IIP-JIO-ZOzO (2.3) 

where one ZO decays into &Iii and the other ZO decays into a 
pair of leptons (e or 1'). The cue where both ZO's decay into 
leptona (4 leptons) is also taken into account and considered 
u a ~ of rare "gold plated- eventa. 

We alIo wiu briefty diacuaa the cue of a charged Higgs 
because the standard model doee not prohibit processes like: 

TlUa procl!8l is conaidereci for a non-minimal Higgs with a mass 
of 300 GeV13. 



For the ~8tandard Higgs", two masses are considered (300 
and 800 GeV). The main backgrounds which compete with 
process 2.2 and 2.3 are by increasing order of importance: 

pp _ WZo 

pp _ W+W- fir ZO ZO 

pp - W jet or ZO jet 

PP - f,I + WrUi.a ... 

where the W in the last equation is radiated by one of the final 
partODa. 

In conclusion, it is quite clear that a low man Higgs (mB S 
40 GcV) will be accessible by the present generation of e+e
colliders. LEP 200 and the Tevatroa (with high luminosity) 
will be able to scan the mua range from 40 to 70 GeV. If 
present schedules are adhered to, the Tevatroa should see the 
fint eventa followed by LEP 200 which will be operating ma.iD1y 
within thia favored mua range. An intermediate Higgs with 
mB Ii:I 200 GeV would favor an epcolliderwith V; Ii:I 2-3TeV 
)r a 10-18 TeV PP coUider such u LHC, unlen it becomes 
;'easible to build a ~4oo GeV e+e- collider. To aCceu the 
?uzzling 1 Te V range, it is quite clear that a pp collider such 
15 the SSC is the best gadget in a reasonable time scale. We 
;~arize the different alternatives in Figure 2.7. 

• 
,. /I -

.. •• 
un .Sl( __ _ super ep 

\~~(~mo~" -.-:.-::-.,- .-sse C .. ,.VI 
. ..-...,-

Figure 2.7: Higgs. man range accenible to all the machines 
either built or going to be built by the end of thUi ce¥ury. 

3. Rate. Cor Signal. aDd Background. 

In this section, we summarize the expected rates for each of 
the high man Higgs scenarios defined in SectioD 2. A "Dominal 
luminosity of 1()33cm-2,-1 (1040cm-2per year) is anumed. 
These rates and cross sectioDa have been computed using the 
Pythia Monte Carlo. They have been crou-checked with the 
theoretical expectadoDa after taking into account the imposed 
cuts. The quoted numbers already include the branching ratios 
of the decays, u well u the cuta on the mu. of the Higgs 
or on the pa range of the decay producta. No cut OD the 
rapidity range hu been applied. These imposed conditioDl 
are explicitely mentioned in the corresponding Tables (3.1, 3.2 
and 3.3). 

In Table 3.1, we lilt the crou-sectioDl and rates cornspond
ing to the signal: pp - go - WW, where ODe W decays Iep
tonically and the other one hadronically; the go is aaumed 
to have a man of 300 GeVor 800 GeV. Also in this table are 
quoted backgrouncia due to: 

- the W-pair continuum, where the W's decay like W's from 
HO decay and have trlUl8Verse momentum: Pew ~ ISO CeV 
(to be equivalent to a go man around 300 GeY) or Pew ~ 
3SO CeV (to be equivalent to a go man around 800 GeV). 

- the W ZO continuum, with the same constraints on Pc of the 
W and ZO as above and where the W decays leptonically 
and the ZO hadronically. . 

- the W + jet signal, where both the W and the recoil jet are 
required to have a tr&D.8verse momentum compatible with 
the muses of the go, and where the W decays leptonically. 

- the QCD background, where one of the partona radiates a 
W, with the lame cut on the tr&D.8verse momentum of the 
partona u for the previous cue. The radiated W is forced 
to decay leptonically to ev. 

We note that the cue where the go decaYII into W-pairs 
provides a relatively large number of events, compared to the 
ZO_pair decay, by about a factor of 25. Continuum WW or W Z 
production provides a signal to background (S/B) of order I, 
in both cues; whereu, the dominant backgrounds are from 
W + jet and QCD jetot with a radiated W. The ratio SIB 
is about 3 x 10-3 for the W + jet background and even a 
factor of 10 higher for the QCD background; these values of 
S /B for the Itandard background correspond to the cue of a 
relatively low mua Higgs (mBo Ii:I 300 GeV). The high mUll 
Biap (mB Ii:I 1 TeV) hu much smaller backgrounds. The 
value SIB for W + jet becomes about 10-2 whereas for the 
(QCD+radiated Wl bachround it is of order 5 x 10-3 , about 
a factor of 10 lower than for a 300 GeV go. This gives an 
indication, which will be confirmed later, that the 800 GeV 
cue is euier than the 300 GeV cue at the SSC. 

TABLE 3.1 
Signal/Background rates for PP - HO - WW for aD. 
integrated luminosity of 1040c:m-2,,-1 (calculated using the 
Pythia M.C.). 

Process Sigma 
(mb) 

Rate/year 
(number of events) 

HO ... WW with W - CV fir IJV and W ... q~ 

mHO = 300 4.3 X 10-1 43000 
mHO = 800 3.6 X 10- 10 3600 

pp _ WW with W - ev fir IJV and W - qi 
Paw > 100 4.1 X 10-1 41000 
Paw> 350 1.1 x 10-10 1100 

pp _ W Z with W - ev fir IJV and Z - qq 
Pe(w or Z) > 100 0.84 X 10-1 8400 
pC(Wor Z) > 350 2.3 x 10-11 230 

pp _ W + jet with W - ev fir IJV 

Pew > 100 1.44 x 10-' 
Pew > 350 2.8 x 10-1 

1.4 X lOT 
0.28 x 10' 

pp'" qq, qg,ff with one parton radiating a W; factor 10-3 

Pee, or ,) > 100 . 1.3 X 10-2 x 10-3 1.3 x 101 

Pee, or ,) > 350 8.6 x 10-5 x 10-3 8.6 X 106 

In Table 3.2, we liat the crou-sectiona and rates which 
correspond to the lignal: pp _ go - ZO ZO where one 
ZO decays into 2 charged leptona (e or 1') and the other ZO 
decays into vl1 (where v = v., vI" or v,,) for the two cues 
(m. = 300 CeV and 800 CeV). The background due to ZO ZO 
or ZOW CODtinuum which may mimic the go signal is also 
liated. The ZOW continuum where the W decays into ev and 
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Zo into ~V ta.kes into account the. case where one lepton is 
lost. Another possibility to mimic the Higgs signal is given by 
the ZOW continuum when the Z decays into a pair of charged 
leptol1l and the W decaYII hadronically. This background 
lIignature is very lIimilar to that provided by the lIample of (ZO 
+ jet) events;'again the milaing energy will be generated by the 
mismeuu.rement and I or the lIemileptonic decay of the hadrol1l 
produced' by the'decay of the W. The continuum background 
gives a SIB of order 1. The background from (ZO + iet) gives 
a SIB ratio which varies from 10-3 for the 300 GeV cue to 

. 5 X 10-3 for the 800 Ge V cue. If we cOl1lider the cue of 
HO .... ZO ZO where both ZO'II decay leptonically (e or 1'). we 
obtain from the Pythia Monte Carlo an estimated c:roD-lIection 

of 3 X 10-11 mh for a 300 GeV HO and 2 x 10-12 mb for an 
800 Ge V JIG. To have a correct estimate of the rate of expected 
events, we muat fold ill the multi-lepton recognition efficiency. 
This will be done ill section 5. 

TABLE 3.2 
Signal/Background rates for pp ..... JIG ..... Z Z for an integrated 
luminosity of 10~.Ocm-2,,-1 (calculated with the Pythia M.C.). 

Process Sigma 
(mb) 

Ratelyear 
(number of events) 

HO ..... ZZ with Z ..... ee (IF' PI' and Z .... I'D 

mHO = 300 1.7 X 10-10 i700 
mHe = 800 1.7 X 10-11 171 

'I' ..... Z Z with Z ..... ee (IF' PI' and Z ~ 11)7 

I'IZ > 100 8.3 X 10-11 830 
'IZ > 350 2.0 x 10-12 20 

PI' -+ W Z with W ..... ell and Z ..... ,iii 

PI(W or Z) > 100 1.1 X 10-10 

PI(Wor Z) > 350 3.2 x 10-12 

1'1' ..... Z + iet with Z ..... ee (IF' PI' 

PIZ > 100 U~ X 10-? 
PCZ > 350 3.0 x 10-0 

Pp ..... bb+ ti 
pC(" or e) > 100 
1'1(" or I) > 350 

1.2 x 10-:4 

7.5 x 10-? 

llOO 
32 

1.0 x 10' 
3eooo 

1.2 x 10' 
7.5 X 10' 

In Table 3.3, we emphuize the cue of a 300 Ge V charged 
Higgs and ita backgronnd: W ..... IIr. All mentioned ill Section 
2, most work hu concentrated on the minimal neutral Higgs 
and ita decays into IVB-pain. However, the charged Higgs is 
p08llible in the IItandard model and is favored in 1I0me IIcenarios 
beyond the IItandard model. Moreover, the lIignature we 
emphuize is quite attractive for the experimentalist becaUile 
the r-llignal is one of the uurJor toola of 1'1' phYllics, u evidenced 
at low energy.14 From Table 3.3 the SIB ratio is5 x 10-3 ; we 
willllee in lIection 5 how to overcome it. 

The main conc1U11iol1l from these estimates is that the 
lIignala give decent rate. at the SSC; however, very high 
IItandard backgrounda must be overcome. Most of what foUowa 
willllhow how to we try to achieve this goal; ill particular, we 
will compare the W-pair Veftua the Z-pair cues and the purely 
leptonic lIignat~ venua the mixed leptonic and hadronic 
lIignat~. 

TABLE 3,3 

Si~nal/background for eli - H±, ... r~r (calculated with the 
Pythia M.C.). 

D(H± - Til.) 

D(W:t ..... r~ .. ) 

= 1.8 X 10-11 mbarn (if top=40Ge V , 
and EHLQ's structure function) 

= 3.1 x 10-11 mbarn (if top=40 GeV 
and Wu Ki Tungs IItructure function) 

= 4.8 x 10-0 mbarn for 'IW > 300 Gev 
= 7.7 x 10-' mbarn (or 'ew > 250 GeV 

Remark: Both numbers are not very different if one varies the 
top mass to 120 Gev or 200 Gev. 

•• Mala Characteri.tlc. of the Eventa; Trigger 
StratelD' 

To analyze the characteristics of the eventa of iIltereat: W
and Z-pairs, HO events, and their associated backgrounds, we 
had to lint COl1ltruct a Monte Carlo generator. At the time we 
IItarted this work, January 19S0, we had at our disposal two 
general purpoee programs designed to Itudy 1" iIlteractiol1l: 
Is~etll and Pythia? Neither of them had been implemented 
with all the neceuary proceues. Therefore, an important lint 
step h.. been to build and test the appropriate generator 
routinea. It w.. Deceuary to insert Higgs production, via 
aU p08llible mechanisms: qq, gg, WW or ZZ fUilion, and 
hadroproduction u well .. the QCD background represented 
by the 2 to 3 proceu: 

qg ..... qg + W • ..,ioe ... 

(this is mimicked ill the Monte Carlo UIIing pp ..... W + q (IF' g 
where the anal partoD emits a gluon by gluon brem.ttrhalung 
and applying an appropriate lIet of cuts). Alao a fair amount. 
of work hu been done to correctly reproduce the 110ft gluon 
contribution." Once the reactiol1l were introduced, the results 
obtained by each Monte Carlo were compared to each other 
and to the theoretical predictiol1l. Most of this work wu done 
before the Snowmass 'se meeting and the results are contained 
in reports from the UCLA12 and Madison1? workshoplI. All of 
now, only Pythia hu the Higgs production fully implemented. 

4.1 GeneratioD of Blgga by PythIa 

For a complete and detailed explanation of Pythia, we refer 
the reader to the contribution of Bengaston and Sjc5strand in 
these Proceedings. 11 Here we deec:ribe how the Higgll and W
pair eventa have been generated for the studiea reported ill this 
paper. 

The lIignala and backgrounds for Higgs production in this 
work have been generated UIIing the Lund Monte Carlo for 
Hadronic Proceuea, Pythia11• The program iIlc1udes the 
Cour Itandard channela for Higgs production, vi&. qf..... HO, 
gg ..... JIG, ZOZo ..... JIG, and W+W- - JIG. Thecr08ll-lIectiol1l 
Cor these proceues are all taken from ref. 10, but the zero width 
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approxlma.tion for the Higgs is replaced by the norm&! Breit
Wigne: shape; the width of the Higgs is calculated to first order 
in the coupling constant. For the last two channels, i.e. vector 
boson fusion to Higgs, the absolute cross-section is c&!culated 
in the effective W-(Z-) approximation, but Pc etc. are generated 
according to the correct matrix element, as given e.g. in ref. 
10. The normalization of vector boeon fuaion could thus be off 
by a factor two or 80i also, u hu been pointed out by Gunion 
et al.,20 the croa-section for qf - IJO is an overestimate 
when me is not much smaller than mHo Decay of the Higgs is 
performed taking the proper matrix element into account, so 
that correct angular distributions are obtained (or the decay 
chain HO - ZOZO, W·W- -. (ermions. In addition to the 
Itandard model neutral Higgs, Pythia also includes the option 
o( generating a charged Higgl, H=. 20 

The backgrounda to the different Higgs lignala come from 
proeesles like qf - zozo, qf - W.W-, q( _ ZOW=, 
q( - W= + 2 jets; etc. All processel of the type 2 - 2 
have been included in Pythia (_ ref. IS); (or processes like 
q( -+ W= + 2 jeta, which are properly of the type 2 - 3, 
generation is accomplished by using a 2 - 2 lubprocess like 
q( - W= + g and aelecting thOle eventa where initial Itate 
radiation createl a second jet of sufBcient enerIY and transverae 
momentum to pau the cuta. For mOlt of phUe Ipace, this 
should be rather a good approximation to the exact result. 

Absolute crou-sectiona will depend on the Itructure func
tions usedi Pythia includel the reviled EHLQ aeta,lO, u well 
as the parametrizationa of Duke and Owens,21 and Gluck, 
Hoffman and Reya. 22 In additition to thele parametrizations, 
Pythia can also be run tocether with the structure function 
evolution program of Wu-Ki Tlmgill the differencel in ab~ 
lute crou-eectiona are elpecially notice~ble- fOr -prOcesses' in-

vorving heaVf(iUiru,wneritheKheme-orWu-Ki TUng givel-~ 
iubstantI&lli hillier VirUM. . - -

•• l MaID Propertiel of Generated Higgi Eventl 

The next ltep in this study was to look at the main ' 
properties o( the Higgs eventa generated by Pythia. This 
is done both to verify that the Monte Carlo agrees with 
theoretical expectationa and also u a guide for the event 
analysis. 

For the proceu HO - WW, we have looked at two 
propertiel. The ilnt one is the angle between the two W's, 
~~ww. We show in Figure •• 1 the distribution of this 
parameter u well u ita change u the Higgs mua is varied 
(rom 300 to SOO GeVi this distribution is much sharper (or 
higher mUll Higgs'. II we require ~~ to be leu than lW, we 
note that 57.7% of 300 GeV Higgs' pau this cut u oppoeed to 
17% o( the SOO Ge V lample. II we now require that ~~ < 120°, 
33% ( •. 5%) o( the 300 (800) GeV eventa pau this condition. 

Another important characteristic is the angle between the two 
jets coming (rom the decay of one o( the W' •. We lee that, &I 

expected, the angie decreUel u the Higgs mau increases (Fig • 
•. 2). For example, the average value of this quantity is 38.5° 
when the Higgs mau is 300 GeV and is only 10 .• ° (or SOO GeV 
maases. 
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Figure 4.1: The angle between the 2 W'. (decay products of 
~he Higgs) &I generated by the Pythia M.C. (or.a Higgs mass 
)( a) 300 GeV and b) SOO GeV. 
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Figure 4.2: The azimuthal angle between the two jets produced 
by the hadronic decay of one of the W'I (from a Higgs decay) 
;'or a Higgs mass of a) 300 GeV and b) 800 GeV. 

A display program, interfaced directly to the generatOr 
package, haa been written which allOWli visualization of the 
generated events. Displays of the original parton momenta, 
reconstructed jet momenta, bal particle momenta, and traco 
in a detector with and without magnetic aeld were generated. 
These pictorial vi ... of events provide a great deal of physical 

a) 

b) 

intuition about the topology of large multiplicity, high energy '. . 
events and Ihow the limitation. of nalve jet 1'eC000truction. 
Thil insight is very luggestive about what constitutes a leD.Iible " 
detector. 

The following type of event. are displayed here: low pi QCD 
events (minimum biu events) with Pc < 10 GeV (Fig 4.3), high 
P. QCD event. with Pc = 1 TeV (Fig 4.4), go - WW lignal 
with mHo=300 GeV (Fig 4.5) or mgo=800 GeV (Fig 4.15), 
where one of the W', decays leptonically and the other one 
hadronically and bally go - Zo ZO with m go =300 Ge V (Fig 
4.7) or mRo=800 GeV (FiB 4.8) and where one ZO deca,.. into 
2 charged leptou and the other deca)'8' into 1111. 
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e) . 

Figure •. 3: DiapiaYI of a minimum bi .. event u generated by 
the pythia M.e. Ihowin&: a) the momenta of the 2 produced 
gluona in a 3D view; b) reconatructedjeta in the event in a 3d 
view; c) LEGO plot of the event; d) uanaverH view Ihowinl 
all charced tracb, no B-fleld (lepton. are duhed lins); e) 3D 
view of all charged tracb with a IOlenoi~ B-fleld (1.5 tsla). 
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b) 

FigUre 4 .• : Displays of a 1 TeV QeD event as generated by 
the pythia M.e. showin&: a) the momenta of the 2 gluona in 
a 3D view; b) 3D view of all charged tracks with & solenoidal 
B-field (1.5 tsla). It shows a clear 2 high-p, jet structure. 
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c) 

Figure 4.5: Display. or gO _ WW event with Higp mua of 
300 Ge V and W - ell and W - qf u generated by the pythia 
M.e .• howing: a) the momenta or the 2 W'. in a 3D -new: b) 
reconaUucteci jete in the eYent in a 3d view; c) leptona in the 
event: d) tranaveree view .howing all charged tracu, no B-lield 
(leptona are duhed liDs): e) 3D view of all charged tracu with 
a lOienoidal B-fleld (1.5 tala). 
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e) 

Figure 4.8: DispiaYI or aD - Z Z event with Higgl maaa or 300 
GeV and Z - 1+1- aDd Z - "II sa generated by the pythia 
M.e. showing: a) the momenta or the 2 Z'I in a 3D view: b) 
reconstructed jets in the event in a 3d view; c) leptons in the 
event in a 3D view: d) transverse view Ihowing all charged 
tracks, no B-field (leptons are dashed lines): e) 3D view or all 
c~arged tracks with a solenoidal B-fleld (1.5 tesla). 
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Figure 4.7: Displays of HfJ - WW event with Higgs man 
of 800 Ge V and W - ,",V and W - qq as generated by the 
pythia M.C. showing: a) the momenta of the_ 2 W's in a 3D 
view; b) reconat.ructed jets in the eveDt in .. 3d view (16 jets 
with E1" > 10 GeV); c) leptona in the eYeDt. (2 high-pc leptona 
in addition to t.he mUOD from t.he W-decay); d) transverse 
view showing aU charged tracks, no B-field (leptona are dashed 
linea); e) 3D view of all charged tracks with .. solenoidal B-field 
(1.5 teala). 
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Figure 4.8: Displays of HfJ - Z Z event with Higgs mass of 800 
GeV and Z - 1+1- and Z - JlIi ... generated by the pythia 
M.C. showing: a) the momenta of the 2 Z's in a 3D view; b) 

. reconatructed jets in the eYeDt in a 3d view; c) leptona in the 
eveDt in .. 3D view (the 21eptona from the Z are quite central 
and collimated); d) transverse view showing aU charged tracks. 
no B-field (leptou an dashed linea); e) 3D view of aU charged 
tracu with a solenoidal B-field (1.5 tella). Note that there are 
extra high-". leptou in addition to thOM from the Z. 
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In conclusion, analysi!l of the generated events tells us that 
the signal HO -+ WW with mHo::::: 300 GeV will be more 
difficult to identify than at higher masses. This is due primarily 
to the fe.c:t that the W's are less "be.c:k-to-be.c:k" at the lower 
masses. Also, the two jet decay products of the W have 

larger separations for low-mau Higgs' which will complicate 
the recognition due to the presence of "spectator-jets". For 
high mass events the two-jet system is much more collimated. 
Finally, the W's from a relatively low mass Higgs are much 
more likely to lie in the very forward direction as they are 
produced with lowerp._ .. 

4.3 Ideal Detector Analy.l.:Mal.n Propertle. of the 
Event. 

We begin oW' event analysis using a simple program which 
simulates an idealized 411" fine-grained calorimeter containing 
both an e.m. and hadronic IeCtions but no cracks or 
dead regions. The energy of each particle it completely 
confined to single tOWeri but shared between e.m. and 
hadronic layers. Energy "smearing" is introduced to simulate 
calorimeter resolution. This simulation package wu developed 
at Snowmau '8424 • It also contains a simple jet algorithm used 
to analyze the clusters in the event. 

The analysis of WW event. begm. by first trying to 
reconatruct the W which decays leptonically. It takes the 
highest ,. electron with the requirement that the transverse 
momentum be greater than 20 GeV (electrons are 100% 
"identified" using the Monte Carlo particle information. It 
then require. that the total transverse missing energy, Er'i". 
measured by the calorimeter be larger than 20 GeV. It 
compares Er'i" to the ,. of the highest II in the event and to 
the sum over all II', (Er'·) (both given by the Monte Carlo). 
We have verified that Er'i" and E(· are quite similar and not 
too different from the ,. of the highest II. Next, the electron 
and Er'i" are combined to calculate the transverse mau of 

the system. Quite a good agreement was obtained between 
this quantity and that of the initial W -. el.l system generated 
by the Monte Carlo. The only bias comes from not being able 
to measure the 1.1 from the W decay but instead measuring the 
sum of all ,,'s in the event. We note that at least at this level 
of simulation both values are not dramatically different. 

Once the first W (Wt) is reconstructed, the program at
tempts to reconstruct the second W which decays hadronically 
(W - qq). To do this, we work in the transverse plane com
pared to the beam axis and do the vectorial sum of the elec
tron's and missing ,.'s directions in this plane to obtain the W 1 

observed direction. Then we define the "away" hemisphere by 
looking at the hemisphere which is defined by ±90° compared 
to the reconstructed WI direction. In the away hemisphere, 
the two highest E. jets are used to reconstruct the second W. 
The results o( this analysis (or all the WW processes as given 
by Pythia and IIIIJet are summarized in Table 4.1. 

. The analysis of the ZO ZO case follows almost the same 
lines. The first and second highest ,. electrons (el and ell 
are each required to have ,.'. greater than 20 GeV and are 
again identified as electrons with 100% efficiency. In addition, 
the highest e+ and e- (with the charge from the M.C.) are 
chosen. These are then compared to the electrons from the 
ZO decay and it was verified that looking for the two highest 
,. electrons is a very efficient way to identify ZO's. An away 
hemisphere is then defined with respect to the two electrons in 
the same way u (or the WW cue. The analysis then attempts 
to reconstruct the leCond ZO which decays into 1I1i. Using the 
calorimetry, Er'i •• in the away hemisphere is calculated and 
compared with the PI of the two highest 11', (coming (rom the Z 
.. given by the Monte Carlo). We find a very good agreement 
between Er'i" and E(· which demonstrates the utility of this 
technique. Moreover, the program looks at the isolation of the 
electrons reconstructed in the event. Isolation is defined as the 
E. in & cone of AR < .5 (with AR = v' AII~ + .:l.ci>~) minua 
the E. of the electron candidate. We list in Table 4.2 the main 
characteriatiCi of the ZO ZO processes. 

TABLE 4.1a 

Main chare.c:teristics of HO - WW events for a Higgs mass ci(3oo (800) GeV and itll corresponding backgrounds. 

Process <E;> <E.r--> <Isol e > < m(e + miss)T > <~1> <~2> 
(GeY) (GeV) (GeV) (GeV/cl

) (GeV) (GeV) 

Ir' - W+W- 75(180) 83(101) 4.7(4.8) 81(82) 130(340) 51(100) 

WW continuum 75(20&) 82(107) 4.7(8.7) 82(71) 13&(405) 70(147) 

WZO continuum 85(20&) 73(101) 4.5(5.1) 88(77) 137(U3) 77(143) 
(ZO - qeu 

W+jet 70(188) 73(213) 4.8(7.4) 84(85) 130(308) 50(140) 
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TABLE 4.lh 

\fain characteristics of the WW continuum for a Higgs mus of 300 and 800 GeV and a comparison between 
Pythia andIs~et and between t~e observed values u reconstructed from the analysis program and the true 
\'a!ue u directly given by the Monte Carlo (numbers in parentheses). 

-

Proceu <E;> <E;+ > <E;- > 
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) 

ISAJET 75(74) 
(100 ~ pr ~ 2(0) 

87(80) 70(70) 

PYTHIA 80(83) 80(88) 58(80) 
(100 ~ pr ~ 2(0) 

ISAJET 208(208) 108(208) 101(208) 
(350 ~ pr ~ 450) 

PYTHIA 205(220) 223(238) 174(108) 
(350 ~ pr ~ 450) 

By looking at the result. in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. we note 
that: _ .• ' 
_ A very good agreement is found between the oheerved and 

true quantities. This wuree the efficacy or these analysis 
procedures. 

- A very good agreement is found between the two Monte 
Carlo generaton (Pythia and le~et) for the same proc ..... 
and conditions. 

- The values in these table define trigger threshold. and allow. 
in IIOme cues, to diatinguish the .ignal Cram it. ~or 
background.. 

These three point. are now developed in a more detailed way. 
For Ir' decay. into W -pain, the event chuacteristica are 

very similar to thoee of the backgrouncia. Therefore. aubtler 
procedures will be needed to enhance the real signal in thia 
channel; this will be studied in detail in aectioDli 5.2 and 5.3. 
Concerning the mean values of the moet unportant quantities. 
the average E. for either the electron or the mining energy is 
around 25% of the Higgs mua (e.g. 75 GeV for a 300 GeV 

< Er .... > <E.\-> <Ei> < m(ev)T > < m(j1>h) > 
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) (GeV /(2) (GeV /cl ) 

82(85) 138(-) 80(-) 82(75) 104(-) 

88(88) 131(-) 70(-) 80(75) 110(-) . 

107(205) 405(-) 147(-) 71(75) 411(-} _ . 

.180(104) -(-) 128(-) 80(75.0) 237(-) 

Higgs). The average highest E. jet is around 130 GeV and 
the second highest jet is between SO and 75 Ge V for low man 
Higgs deca,... For Higgs' of 800 Ge V, the average value of these 
parameter. become about 3SO to 400 GeV for the highest E. 
iet and 100 to 1SO Ge V for the second. These values will be of 
UN when.eUinc trigger thresholds (see. section .U). . 

For Z-pair event., the .ituation is quite different. While 
the ZO ZO continuum and SO _ zo ZO event. have very 
similar characteristica, thoee Cram the W ZO continuum (where· 
ZO _ liP and W - ell) will be euily .uppreued by requiring 
two eleetroDli above a given threahold. The only disturbing 
background in this cue is the one due to pp -+ ZO + jet. 
The important criteria here ill the rate paning a given missing 
energy cut. We show ill figure 4.0 the Eri~1J distribution for 
the Z Z continuum where the tranaverse momentum of the Z is 
required to be above lSO, 300 and 500 GeV (corresponding to 
Higgl muees or about 300, eoo and 1000 GeV). These events 
aft characterized by a fair amount of minini energy. An 

.' analysi812 haa .hOWD that, for Z + jet events with pI" > 

TABLE 4.2a 

~ain characteristic. of SO -+ zo ZO event. (or & Higgs maaa of 300 (800) GeV and its corresponding 
backgrounds. The At; refers to the uimuthal angle between the two electrons from the Z . 

. 
Proc_ <E;.I> <~> < z;+ > <Ef> <Iaoll > <laol2 > <E~> < E!rll ;.. < E!;I. > < m(d,el) ::- A~ 

(C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C.V) (C .. V) (Gd' lel ) (d"II) 

se - zcz' 03(22G) 42(110) 83(1110) 12(152) 305(1.4' U(U, 111(275' J33(lTl) 102(80) 88(06) 15(35) 

Z' Z'continuum 110(305' 51(U'5) 10(m, M(2CM' U(U' 1.1(U, 140(304) 130(103) -(113) 110(00) 50(30) 

WZ'continuUJll 8O(lTT) 0.0(-, 10(1111' 10(210) 2.4(U) -(-, 100(211) 111(106) 70(102) -(-I . -(-, 
(zc - " 11 ) 
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TABLE 4.2b 

~ain. character.istics of the ZZ continuum for a Higgs mus of 300 and 800 GeV and a comparison between 
~ythla an? I.sa;et ~d between the observed values as. reconatructed from the analysis program and the true 
~alue as dlrectly given by the Monte Carlo (numbers 1Jl parentheses). The A,p refers to the azimuthal an Ie 
between the two electrona from the Z. g . 

MONTE CARI.O < Ei' > < E;.' > < E~· > < E~- > < boll > 
(GeV) (GeV) (GeV) (GeV) (GeV) 

-

ISAIET 111(111) 50(H) 83(77) 82(78) ~.0(4.0) 

(IOO S rf s 20") 

rVTII1A U8(11") 57(51) 70(73) 1I~(1I3) 1.~(1.4) 

(100 S rt ~ 2(0) 

TSAJI!:T 200(211(\) 113(107) 171(185) 245(2:18) 7.ft(5.7) 
(350 ~ rJ ~ 450) 

rVTItlA 305(305) 105(105) 220(203) 204(1112) 3.2(3.2) 
(350 ~ rJ ~ ~SO) 

00 GcV, a cut on Eri •• of 100 GeV ,iva a lignal to 
ackgroWld ratio (SIB) of 1 with a 200 GeV cut givinl SIB .of 

5 
b 

bout 10. From this we conclude that a lufticiently high Er'·· a 
cu 
w 

t should suftlciently reduce the sinlle (Z + jet) backgroWld 
ThUl, though hile keepinl a lood fractioD of the lignal. 

e Z-pair signala provide 1... rate· then the W -pair lignala 
125), it will be much euier to extract this signal from ita 

th 
(1 
b 
n 
an 

ackgroWld by limp Ie filter requirementa at an early Itagei 
amely requirementa on 2 leptoDi and on Er'·· at the ftnt 
d second level triggers. 

., , Tl'11&8I' Strategy for W - Uld Z-palrl 

The trigger it a main concern for the experimental itt at ", 
colliders (u opposed to c+c- machina). We can ute what we 
8~ized in Section 4.3 to .. t. up a trigger Itrateo" for W
and Z-pairs. 

Preliminary atudia21 on W -pair t.riggering have already 
been done. The trigger scheme it sketched in Figure 4.10 and 
proceeds by defining a ftnt. level trigger baaed On selecting 
an electron candidate and requiring a minimum amoWlt of 
Ej"i ••• Thit is done to try and reconatrud the W which dec a,. 
leptoD1cally. The electron it defined .. a minimum amoWlt of 
transverse energy, E;·", in a ,:alorimeter cell (Er" > 25GcV)i 
in addition 80% of thil enerD' mUit be electromapet.ic. The 
mialing tr&DIverae energy aa meaaured by the calorimeter mUit. 
be larger than 40 GeV. The second level trigger impoea an 
iIolatioD cut on the elect.ron; t.hiI me&DI that the region &fOWld 
the electron candidate defined by a lOne of ±5 calorimeter 
cella (both in pseudorapidity and uimut.h) cont.aintl ... than 
20% of the U&DIverse energy of the electron candidat.e cell. It. 
also requires that in the hemisphere oppOlit.e the electron and 
miasin, enere there it either one jet. with E. > 80 GcV or 
two jete each wit.h E. > 40 GcV. Finally, a third level trigger 
requires the matchinl of a track with tranverae momentum 
greater than 10 GeV with the candidate electromagnetic cell. 

Such requirementllead to a trigger rat.e of about. 1 lis. Note 
that after the flnt cut, we st.ill have a 30 kHz ~ate. Also, thil ! 
trigger defines quite low threaholda and, in fact, will trigger On 
relatively low m&II Hi",' (mHo> 200 GcV). Such a Itrater 

< bol2 > < m(ehe<J) > 
(GeV) (GeV /c2) 

<~ ... > <A;> 
(GeV/c2) 

< Elf" > < Elf'? 

5.0(3.4) QO(QO) 138(135) 85(72) 112(-) 83(-) 

1.7(2.7) QO(QO) 140(142) se(87) 138(-) -(-) 

7.5(~.3) QO(QO) 302(3112) 24(20) 138(-) 88("-) 

4.7(4.4) QO(QO) 388(3QO) 21(30) 1113(-) 03(-) 

cqa'l.IUGeV .1 

III I 
(Ef"I,. 345 GeV bl .. .. ~ ;I 

IN"I·· 
= 

.. .. 
I 'II 
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:. 

" ~ 
~ :a :a ~ ~ .. 

ft :! i c 

I I" 
• • · • 

tf Ht 
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Figure 4.0: Miasin, enerD' dittributioDa for ZZ continuum 
"enta wit.h: a) 100 < P.z < 200 GeVi b) 300 < P.z < 400 
GeVi c) 500 < PtZ < eoo GeV. 
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ISlIjet with pt(W)= 1 OOGev --)m(W)=200Gev 

E .ncall 

) 25 Gev + E ~II) 80~ 

t 1 

F~ UO:: SCJjjni;e ~ the triller Itrateaies for W-pain. 
. - .......... ..;;._ ... . 

~ill haft to MUecl. at leut durinl earl,. SSC I'UU, U mHO 
will 'be apedecl to be between 200 Ge V and 1 TeV. 

, A. lria-1U&&ecr Cor ZO pain is de!ned aloDI the lame 
liD ••. A 1Id.Jfte1 trig_ requires a miAinl traDnene enel'l1 
~. tJwa;.-10Cl cev Uld two electroDl; with the electron 
candidaia beiDa, de8Ded in the lame wa,. u in the W cue 
abaft ~'Uaat the E: cut is I'aiaed to 40 GeV .. Next, the 
second IeftlUig_ refines the estimation OD Er'·· and on 
the applied' cU Uld aI.o requu. that each electron candidate 

, match:., tnck Wi&h PI > 20 GcV. This trillel' reduces the rate 
, to aboat 1 lis cw ... " 

The aiDa atthfila trigera is to pr ..... e u much .. pouible 
the ezpec&ed ~ aipal OY_ .. wide a mua ran .... pcuible 
and JlldAwhiJe to keep a certaiD amount of the ww, W Z 
and Z Z COIlUn1l1lZDo The continuum lample is an interestiDl 
sample both to mad,. the properties of Hilll badlfOund and 
aIao to look (01' pouible iDteratiDg ph,..iCl38

• 

TheM triger .uatesies, bued 011 an. idealized 4", detector, 
Ihow the (euibUiq of theM searChes and give lOme ideas Oil" 

, how to anaI7M the Poaaible lipala. The work is theD rebed 
, in th8 DtrZt aecdma lIIiD1 a more "realiItic· limulation. 

'. At t.hiI ita&- 01' au.r work, we have undentood wh,. it 
is worthwhUe to· pW'S'lJa the seardl for the WW and ZO ZO 
contin1l1llD .. well .. COIlventiollal Hilll' in a hiP eDeI'I1 
pp collide _~t. We have letup varioua lCenaria. 
to identifrncIL ft'enta. We have estimated their rates u 
well u their mala badlfOWlda and have Ihown the maiD 
chancteriatica at theM lipala u weU u a Itratev to extract 
them from the ft&Ddard badlfOuda in an ideal cue (i.e. a 4", 
b.srain-~ rimeter without an,. dead area). We bow 
from thia. "Iimpllled- point of view that it is pouible to search 
for. tJa..e aip.a&vee,; Therefore it is jllltiBed to puna thia 

work along the lines we have defined but implementing now a 
more realistic reproduction of the enviroment which will have 
to be dealt with at the SSC. This is what we finally tried to 
achieve in this working group. For that, we refer the patient 
reader to the second report of our work located elsewhere in 
this Proceedings under the following title: "Detecting W /Z 
Pairs and Higgs' at High Energy Colliders:Main Experimental 
Issues." This containa the "Section 5" material referred to 
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